ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING POINTS
The SkootStor EV charger with a
difference. Not only does it operate as a
standard EV charger, but it also has
optional charging modes to utilise 100%
green energy generated from your Solar
PV or wind generation.
If you have solar on your property, it can
fuel your car for free – saving an average
driver about £1000 per year and you can get help through the government
grants.
Being the first-ever solar EV charger of its kind, our innovative team
has carefully designed features and functions to give you complete
control of your electric car charging experience. Paired with the
myenergi app, you can set timers to utilise economy tariffs, use the
boost function, monitor your devices, and so much more!
This future proof, intelligent electric car charging is conceived, evolved, and
manufactured in-house right here in the UK.

Advantages
• Saving an average driver about £1000 per year
• You can get help through the government grants
• The SkootStor Charger is easy to install and user friendly
• If you don’t have solar panels installed, the SkootStor charger will still
operate as a standard EV charger
• Paired with the myenergi app, you can set timers to utilise economy tariffs
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Increasing the Return
On Investment (ROI)
for your panels and
electric car, the
SkootStor Charger is
easy to install and user
friendly. But don’t
worry, if you don’t have
solar panels installed,
the SkootStor charger
will still operate as a
standard EV charger
harnessing power from
the grid. You can always
add a solar/wind
system later.

Electric cars are no longer an underperforming worthy green
novelty. Prices are falling, performance is rocketing and now you
can charge up in under an hour.

HOW IT WORKS
A solar EV charger
works by allowing you
to use excess solar to
power up your car.
Generating solar energy
requires solar panels
(PV) to be fitted to your
home or place of work,
but the energy
generated through the
solar panels is totally
free, essentially giving
you free miles!
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